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Applying Computational Intelligence: How to Create ValueSpringer, 2009
The flow of academic ideas in the area of computational intelligence is impacting industrial practice at considerable speed. Practitioners face the challenge of tracking, understanding and applying the latest techniques, which often prove their value even before the underlying theories are fully understood. This book offers realistic guidelines...
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DevOps with Kubernetes: Accelerating software delivery with container orchestratorsPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn to implement DevOps using Docker & Kubernetes.


	About This Book

	
		Learning DevOps, container, and Kubernetes within one book.
	
		Leverage Kubernetes as a platform to deploy, scale, and run containers efficiently.
	
		A practical guide towards container management and...
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Nanocomputers and Swarm IntelligenceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
“We need men who can dream of things that never were.” It is this sentence spoken by John Fitzgerald Kennedy in 1963 which has undoubtedly influenced my industrial career. Whether it be everyday electronics for the general public, or the components industry or even the world of video and imagery, the technological innovations which...
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Swarm Intelligence: From Natural to Artificial Systems (Santa Fe Institute Studies on the Sciences of Complexity)Oxford University Press, 1999
Social insects--ants, bees, termites, and wasps--can be viewed as powerful problem-solving systems with sophisticated collective intelligence. Composed of simple interacting agents, this intelligence lies in the networks of interactions among individuals and between individuals and the environment. A fascinating subject, social insects are also a...
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Handbook of Applied Algorithms: Solving Scientific, Engineering, and Practical ProblemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Although vast activity exists, especially recent, the editors did not find any book that treats applied algorithms in a comprehensive manner. The editors discovered a number of graduate courses in computer science programs with titles such as “Design and Analysis of Algorithms, “Combinatorial Algorithms” “Evolutionary...
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Beginning DevOps with Docker: Automate the deployment of your environment with the power of the Docker toolchainPackt Publishing, 2018

	It can be tough to roll out a pre-configured environment if you don't know what you're doing. We'll show you how to streamline your service options with Docker, so that you can scale in an agile and responsive manner. 

	Key Features
		
			Learn how to structure your own Docker containers
	...
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Mobile Interaction DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Computers anytime, anyplace. This long-term research goal is daily becoming more and more of a
focused reality. The mobiles are amongst us. And devices we carry around in our pockets are more
powerful than those on board the rockets that took the first people to the moon. But where are
we going, today? How should these handhelds,...
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Computer Systems, Support, and Technology (Computer Science, Technology and Applications)Nova Press, 2011


	This book presents and discusses research in the study of computer science. Topics

	discussed include fuzzy logic in molecular computing; mobile database computing; learning

	methods for spam filtering; heterogeneous systems; nested relational database systems;

	advanced array processing techniques and systems and swarm intelligence....
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Microservices with Docker on Microsoft Azure (includes Content Update Program) (Addison-Wesley Microsoft Technology)Addison Wesley, 2016

	Book + Content Update Program

	

	“Beyond just describing the basics, this book dives into best practices every aspiring microservices developer or architect should know.”

	—Foreword by Corey Sanders, Partner Director of Program Management, Azure

	

	Microservice-based...
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Computational Intelligence Paradigms: Theory & Applications using MATLABCRC Press, 2010

	Offering a wide range of programming examples implemented in MATLAB®, Computational Intelligence Paradigms: Theory and Applications Using MATLAB® presents theoretical concepts and a general framework for computational intelligence (CI) approaches, including artificial neural networks, fuzzy...
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Bio-Inspired Artificial Intelligence: Theories, Methods, and Technologies (Intelligent Robotics and Autonomous Agents)MIT Press, 2008
New approaches to artificial intelligence spring from the idea that intelligence emerges as much from cells, bodies, and societies as it does from evolution, development, and learning. Traditionally, artificial intelligence has been concerned with reproducing the abilities of human brains; newer approaches take inspiration from a wider range of...
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The Intelligent Web: Search, smart algorithms, and big dataOxford University Press, 2014

	As we use the Web for social networking, shopping, and news, we leave a personal trail. These days, linger over a Web page selling lamps, and they will turn up at the advertising margins as you move around the Internet, reminding you, tempting you to make that purchase. Search engines such as Google can now look deep into the data on the Web...
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